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An important limit for energy gain in laser-plasma wakefield accelerators is the dephasing length, after
which the electron beam reaches the decelerating region of the wakefield and starts to decelerate. Here, we
propose to manipulate the phase of the electron beam in the wakefield, in order to bring the beam back into
the accelerating region, hence increasing the final beam energy. This rephasing is operated by placing an
upward density step in the beam path. In a first experiment, we demonstrate the principle of this technique
using a large energy spread electron beam. Then, we show that it can be used to increase the energy of
monoenergetic electron beams by more than 50%.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.115.155002 PACS numbers: 52.38.Kd, 41.75.Jv, 52.38.Ph
Laser-wakefield accelerators allow the production of
relativistic electron beams over a short acceleration dis-
tance (millimeter to centimeter scale) by focusing a high-
intensity laser pulse in an underdense plasma [1–3]. The
maximum attainable energy is limited by three processes:
laser pulse depletion, laser defocusing, and dephasing.
Each of theses processes occurs after a characteristic
propagation length and the final electron energy is deter-
mined by the process that sets in first. First, the depletion
length is the distance over which the laser pulse transfers
most of its energy to the wakefield and subsequently cannot
sustain the wakefield any further. Increasing the energy
transfer in a depletion-limited accelerator would require
increasing the laser energy [4,5]. Second, diffraction of the
laser during propagation will reduce the intensity. This
effect is generally mitigated by self-focusing. However,
self-focusing is not efficient over an arbitrarily long
distance because the laser power decreases during the
propagation, due to pump depletion, eventually becoming
smaller than the critical power for self-focusing. Therefore,
accelerating the electron beam over long lengths requires
plasma waveguides [6,7]. Pump depletion and defocusing
determine the distance over which the wakefield structure
can be maintained. Yet, the excitation of a wakefield is not
sufficient to guarantee that the electron beam is accelerated,
because of dephasing. Actually, as the laser group velocity
and thus the wake velocity are smaller than the electron
beam velocity, the electron beam outruns the plasma wave
during the acceleration and reaches a phase of the wake
where the field is decelerating. This effect is an important
limiting factor in a considerable range of experimental
conditions.
The laser group velocity and hence the dephasing length
depend on the plasma density, getting longer for low
densities. It was proposed years ago to use a spatially
tapered plasma density profile to increase this limit and
overcome electron dephasing [8]. The idea behind this
method is to use an accelerating medium with an upward
density ramp along the laser propagation. As the driving
laser pulse encounters a higher plasma density, the wake-
field period shrinks and the frontier between the accelerat-
ing and decelerating region moves as fast as the electron
bunch itself, keeping it at the same phase inside the ion
cavity. The phase matching between the wakefield and the
electron bunch can be kept for a longer acceleration
distance, therefore leading to higher electron energies.
To get perfect matching the density profile must be para-
bolic, the experimental realization of which is not straight-
forward. The density tapering effect has been extensively
investigated numerically [9–13]; however, it has been
sparsely studied experimentally as of yet [14].
In this Letter, we explore a simple way to manipulate the
electron beam and increase the electron energy, with a
plasma presenting a low density region followed by a high
density one, separated by a sharp density jump. Ideally, the
density step is placed close to the dephasing length, where
the head of the bunch enters the decelerating region. When
the laser crosses the density jump, the bubble shrinks
abruptly [Fig. 1(c)]. Without the density step, the most
energetic electrons at the head of the bunch would
eventually enter the decelerating zone and their energy
would decrease. In contrast, with the density step, electrons
exit the decelerating region and shift almost instantly to the
rear of the cavity where the accelerating field is larger, as
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shown in Fig. 1(c). The maximum electron energy is
therefore larger than in the case without the transition.
In a first experiment, a large energy spread electron beam is
used to demonstrate the principle of this technique. The
density profile is obtained by creating a shock front in a
supersonic gas jet, generated by placing a blade
perpendicular to the gas flow emanating from the nozzle.
In a second experiment, the density step is made with a
second gas jet, which can be used to enhance the energy of
monoenergetic electron beams.
The experiment has been performed with the “Salle
Jaune” Ti:Sa laser system (laser wavelength λ0 ¼ 813 nm)
at Laboratoire d’Optique Appliquée. A linearly polarized,
1.2 J on target, 30 fs (corresponding to a peak power
P ¼ 40 TW) laser pulse is focused at the entrance of a
1.5 mm supersonic helium gas jet using an f=10 off-axis
parabola [as seen in the experimental setup sketched in
Fig. 1(a)]. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) focal
spot size is 18 μm, with a peak intensity on target of
I ¼ 1 × 1019 W · cm−2, equivalent to a normalized vector
potential a0 ¼ 2.2. A 500 μm thick silicon wafer is placed
on the leaving side of the gas jet to create a sharp density
transition, by using a setup similar to the one in
Refs. [15,16]. Note that in these previous studies the shock
front is created on the entering side of the gas jet to trigger
electron injection in the downward density jump, whereas
for now the shock is on the leaving side of the jet and it
creates a sharp upward density ramp. Measured longi-
tudinal plasma density profiles for different positions of the
blade in the jet are presented in the Supplemental Material
[17]. The longitudinal position of the shock is adjusted by
moving the blade in and out. Electron spectra are measured
with a spectrometer consisting of a permanent magnet
(1.1 Twith a length of 100 mm) combined with a phosphor
screen imaged on a 16 bit CCD camera. The phosphor
screen and detection system are calibrated so that the
electron beam charge and energy distribution are measured
for each shot.
First, a scan of the gas density is performed in order to
determine the optimum plasma density for which the
electron energy cutoff is the highest. The energy spectrum
with a plasma density without the transition is shown in
the top panel of Fig. 2(a) (angle resolved spectrum) and in
red in Fig. 2(b) (spectrum integrated over the transverse
direction). The electron energy distribution corresponds
to the force laser wakefield regime [18], with a long
plateau feature and a Maxwellian decrease with a cutoff
energy around 230MeV. The cutoff energy is defined as the
electron energy where the charge of the beam becomes
smaller than 18 fC=MeV. Such a spectrum indicates the
transverse self-injection of a long bunch [19], which is
consistent with an electron plasma peak density ne ¼ 8.5 ×
1018 cm−3 along a few millimeters.
FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic representation of the first (a)
and second (b) experimental setup. The blade can move in and
out the gas jet. The density profile is shown in green in the two
cases near the gas jet. (c) Schematic representation of the bubble
before and after the density step. The driving pulse (red)
generates a bubble with a size Lb;1, which shrinks
(Lb;2 < Lb;1) by crossing the density step. The accelerating
(green gradient) and decelerating (blue gradient) regions are
shown. The electron bunch (purple) reaches the end of the
accelerating region before the density step and is shifted back
to the accelerating field when crossing the density step.
FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Experimental angle resolved electron
spectra in logarithmic scale without (top panel) and with the
shock at 0.7 mm after the gas jet center (bottom panel). (b) Angle
integrated electron spectra in logarithmic scale for four positions
of the blade.
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When the blade is placed such that the shock is
created slightly beyond the center of the gas jet, the
spectrum changes drastically, as shown in the bottom
panel of Fig. 2(a) (corresponding to a shock position of
zs ¼ 0.7 mm, measured from the center of the gas nozzle at
z ¼ 0 mm). Figure 2(b) shows the integrated spectrum for
this shock position in blue. The number of electrons
between 100 and 200 MeV substantially drops by a factor
20, and a quasimonoenergetic peak appears around
300 MeV, with an energy-spread FWHM around 30%.
The cutoff energy at 18 fC=MeV is around 100 MeV
higher (up to 360 MeV) than with the flat density profile.
The high energy peak, containing about 7 pC, is well
collimated (divergence lower than 4 mrad FWHM),
whereas the low energy branch of the spectrum (between
50 and 100 MeV) presents a larger divergence (about
15 mrad FWHM) than for the case without the shock
(5 mrad FWHM). Moreover, the number of low energy
electrons—with energies lower than 70 MeV—is larger for
the density step profile. Note that the total charge without
(Q ¼ 181 20 pC) and with (Q ¼ 211 12 pC) the
shock is similar. The energy gain of the electron bunch
is easily tunable by moving the blade in the gas jet. The
cutoff energy decreases when the blade moves too much
into the jet or too far away from the nozzle center (see also
the Supplemental Material [17]). When the shock is placed
close to the dephasing length, the energy gain is optimum.
However, the high energy part of the beam does not present
a clear peak feature for all shock positions, as shown in
Fig. 2(b).
To get insight on the details of the rephasing process,
we perform simulations of the injection and acceleration
of electrons along the gas jet by using the particle-in-cell
code CalderCirc [20]. This fully electromagnetic 3D code
uses cylindrical coordinates ðr; zÞ and Fourier decomposi-
tion in the poloidal direction. The simulations are per-
formed using a mesh with Δx ¼ 0.3k−10 and Δr ¼ 1.5k−10
(with k0 ¼ 1=λ0), and two Fourier modes (m ¼ 0 and 1).
The plasma density profile is defined from the experimen-
tally measured profiles, with a peak density ne ¼ 8.5 ×
1018 cm−3 for the plasma without the density transition.
The laser intensity is set to I ¼ 1.0 × 1019 W · cm−2 and
the laser waist to 15 μm.
Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the electron density
distribution in the longitudinal phase space ðz; EÞ resulting
from simulations, for a gas jet without (a) and with (b) the
shock. The simulated energy spectra of the extracted
electrons are shown in Fig. 3(c), presenting a distribution
similar to those obtained in the experiment. Self-injection
of electrons into the bubble begins relatively late during the
pulse propagation, around the middle of the gas jet (at
z ¼ 0 mm). For the case without the shock, self-injection
of electrons will continue up to z ∼ 1.3 mm. Accordingly,
this lengthy self-injection process results in a long electron
bunch, as shown in Fig. 3(a). In the case without the shock,
the head of the bunch reaches the decelerating region of the
bubble after ∼0.9 mm of acceleration with an energy
around 250 MeV (the limit between the accelerating and
decelerating regions is the point where the longitudinal
field sign switches). As a result, electrons at the head of the
bunch dephase and at the end of the gas jet their energy has
decreased below 200 MeV, as shown in Fig. 3(c).
In the shock case, the phase space drastically changes as
soon as the bunch crosses the density jump. The left side of
the snapshot shown in Fig. 3(b) is about 50 μm from the
shock rising edge (z ¼ 0.9 mm). Because of the reduction
of the bubble size and the resulting positive shift of the null
field point, when the wakefield crosses the sharp density
transition, the head of the bunch shifts back to the
accelerating region. After the density step, it is located
at the tail of the contracted bubble, and is efficiently
accelerated by the extremely large longitudinal field of
Ex ≈ 2 TV · m−1. The result is a very fast rotation of the
head of the bunch in the phase space ðz; EÞ, which produces
naturally a quasimonoenergetic spectrum, as can be seen in
Fig. 3(c). Beyond the shock, the back half of the bunch is in
the region with the decelerating field. It experiences also a
strong defocusing field when crossing the rear of the
FIG. 3 (color online). Electron density in the phase space ðz; EÞ
for a gas jet without (a) and with (b) the shock. The green curve
shows the longitudinal electric field on the laser axis. Simulated
spectra obtained at the exit are shown in (c). The density
transition is at z ¼ 0.900 mm.
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bubble. The corresponding electrons, in the range between
100 and 200 MeV, are both decelerated and defocused,
resulting in a divergence growth at low energy. In a few
simulations, it was observed that some electrons can exit
the wakefield if the electrons are too strongly defocused.
Note that the down-ramp density gradient after the tran-
sition can also lead in some cases to electron injection;
however, their energy remains below 90 MeV (see also the
Supplemental Material [17]).
While, in Fig. 2, only the head of a large energy spread
bunch is being rephased and further accelerated, this
technique can also be used to rephase and reaccelerate a
higher quality, low energy spread electron beam. Such an
electron beam can be generated by using shock front
injection [15,16]. The experimental setup is modified as
sketched in Fig. 1(b). The silicon wafer is placed at the
entrance of the jet to generate a sharp downward density
gradient allowing for shock front injection of electrons. A
second gas jet formed with a 500 μm diameter needle is
placed horizontally at the output of the first supersonic jet,
creating a region with a higher tunable density ne;needle.
Because of the formation of a shock, the sharpness of the
transition between these two density regions is similar to
that obtained with the previous setup. The resulting plasma
density profile is shown in green in Fig. 1(b).
Shock-injected electrons have a quasimonoenergetic
distribution, as shown in Fig. 4(a), with a peak energy of
125 2 MeV and a charge of 17 2 pC (mean values over
ten shots). When the needle is placed so that the transition
between the two density regions is close to zs ¼ 0.55 mm,
the electron spectrum drastically changes (as shown in
Fig. 4). The electron beam is rephased in the second jet
after crossing the density transition. For an electron density
in the second jet of ne;2 ¼ 1.8 × 1019 cm−3, the peak energy
increases up to 154 8 MeV. By further increasing the
second jet density, electrons can reach energies of up to
220 MeV, corresponding to an energy gain of 76%, as seen
previously in Fig. 4. When the plasma density in the second
density region is too high (ne;2 ¼ 3.1 × 1019 cm−3), the
bubble contracts too strongly and the electron beam is
located behind the cavity, and is thus decelerated and
defocused.
In conclusion, an experimental demonstration of a
simple density tailored wakefield accelerator was pre-
sented. More precisely, a sharp upward density gradient
was used to rephase the electron beam with the accelerating
field and increase its energy. This technique can either be
used to select a part of a broad energy spread electron beam
and increase its energy or to enhance the energy of a
monoenergetic electron beam, preserving its energy spread.
Experimental results highlight in both cases a maximum
energy enhancement of about 50% compared with a
transition-free plasma density.
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